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Abstract

Comparison of accelerated recursive polynomial
expansions for electronic structure calculations

Oskar Wretstam Carl Joneus Filip Enander

In electronic structure calculations 
the computational cost is of great 
importance because large systems can 
contain a huge number of electrons. 
One effective method to make such 
calculations is by density matrix 
purification. Although, the cost for 
this method is relatively low compared 
to other existing methods there is 
room for improvements. In this paper 
one method proposed by Emanuel 
Rubensson and one method proposed by 
Jaehoon Kim & Yousung Jung was 
compared to each other with respect to 
efficiency, simplicity and robustness. 
Both are improved methods to compute 
the density matrix by accelerated 
polynomial expansion. Rubensson’s 
method consists of two different 
algorithms and results showed that 
both performed better than Kim & 
Jung’s method in terms of efficiency, 
which is the property both methods 
directs their main focus on. The major 
differences between them was 
identified in terms of adaptivity. The 
methods require different inputs that 
demands separate levels of knowledge 
about the system. Kim & Jung’s method 
which require less knowledge can 
however benefit efficiency-wise from 
more information in order to optimize 
the algorithm for the system. Results 
also showed that both methods were 
stable, but since they only were 
tested with arbitrarily assumed input 
arguments no conclusion about their 
general stability could be drawn.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Med teknikens utveckling uppstår allt fler möjligheter att göra
simulerade tester i datorer. Att simulera resultat kan vara mycket
lönsamt i fall där praktiska tester skulle kräva till exempel mycket
tid, stor plats eller dyrt material. Komplexa simuleringar ställer dock
höga krav på de datorer som skall göra beräkningarna. Det är därför
viktigt att tillse att beräkningsmetoderna är effektiva med avseende
på tidsåtgång. Kunskap om elektronstrukturen hos stora molekyler
är viktigt när forskare vill försöka förutsäga hur material kommer att
interagera med varandra. Följande rapport handlar om jämnförelse
mellan två beräkningsmetoder som tillämpas för att ta fram elektron-
strukturen för stora molekyler. Jämförelsen utförs huvudsakligen med
avseende på effektivitet och stabilitet, men även med hänsyn till imple-
mentation. Metoderna bygger på iterativa processer och effektiviteten
kan då mätas i förhållande till antalet iterationer. Resultaten visar
att en utav metoderna har högre effektivitet, vilket innebär att den
löste problemet på kortare tid. Samma metod var även mer flexibel
och hade hög effektivitet oberoende av vilken molekyl som studer-
ades. Den andra metoden var optimerad för ett specifikt fall och dess
effektivitet var således beroende av vilken molekyl som studerades.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
By using Hartree-Fock, Kohn-Sham density functional theory or tight-binding
models it is possible to perform electronic structure calculations on multi-
body systems, for example on molecules. One example of the importance of
such calculations are found in the materials science [5], since it is possible
to predict how large molecules will interact without having to do practical
experiments. Complex molecules can contain a huge number of electrons,
this makes optimization an important task in order to conserve as much
computational-force as possible. One step in the computational process is
the evaluation of the matrix function

D = θ(µI − F ) (1)

where θ is the Heaviside function, µ is the chemical potential, F is the Fock-
matrix and D is the density matrix. The matrices will both be symmetric.
The cost for the Hartree-Fock or density functional theory with diagonal-
ization increases cubically with system size, using polynomial expansion the
cost can be decreased to linear dependence but this will still be demanding
for large systems. One method to evaluate equation (1) with polynomial
expansion is by using density matrix purification. Matrix purification is an
efficient method to build up the expansion but there is room for improve-
ments, the method will be explained further under theory. In this report
Emanuel Rubensson’s method will be compared to Jaehoon Kim & Yousung
Jung’s. These two improved linear scaling methods will be compared with
respect to simplicity, efficiency and robustness. Firstly, this paper will go
through the background behind Hartree-Fock to give an explanation of the
symmetric matrices from equation (1). Secondly, Rubensson’s and Kim &
Jung’s methods will be presented. How the methods operate and what kind
of input arguments they need will be explained. Thirdly, results from our
calculations using the methods will be presented. Lastly, conclusions will
be drawn from the results, differences and similarities between them will be
discussed.

1.2 Theory
1.2.1 Hartree-Fock

This section is dedicated to describing the process of calculating the density
matrix using Hartree-Fock theory. A step in the process involves solving
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equation (1) and the purpose of this section is to give a basic understanding
of what gives rise to this problem [10]. The problem at hand is solving the
N-electron Schrödinger equation:

Ĥψ = Eψ (2)

where Ĥ is the Hamiltonian operator, ψ is the wave function and E is the
energy eigenvalue. This equation is to be solved for the wave function which
corresponds to the ground state energy eigenvalue. The wave function should
also satisfy conditions from quantum mechanics such as the Pauli Exclusion
principle which requires it to be antisymmetric with respect to electron in-
terchange. The problem in question for this report is the self-consistent
field procedure (SCF) where the Fock-matrix is calculated using the den-
sity matrix and then vice versa until convergence is met. The Fock-matrix
corresponds to the Hamiltonian operator for the system in a given basis set
and its eigenvalues will be the possible energy levels. In order to find the
ground state of a system one has to study so called occupied and unoccu-
pied eigenvalues. An occupied eigenvalue is simply an electron orbital which
has an electron and unoccupied eigenvalue an empty orbital. There are two
eigenvalues that will be in focus when doing calculations on a system namely
λlumo, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital and λhomo, the highest occu-
pied molecular orbital. The interval between these two eigenvalues is called
band gap ξ and the chemical potential µ is located in the band gap. The
chemical potential is related to properties of a molecule such as willingness
to react and change aggregation state [2].

Figure 1: A visual representation of the notation used in the report. The
horizontal lines represent eigenvalues of the Fock-matrix.
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The maximal and minimal eigenvalues λmax and λmin and their distance
which is called the spectral width will also affect properties of the system.
Elements in the density matrix come from the constants used when building
the wave functions as a linear combination in the chosen basis set.

ϕi(r) =
n∑
j=1

cijbj(r) (3)

Where ϕi is the wave function, cij is the linear constants and bj denotes a basis
function. In most cases the basis set will consist of Gaussian distributions.
The matrix is thereby related to spatial coordinates of the particles in the
system for a specific the basis. More about how the matrices are related
to Fock-theory can be found in [10]. Solving equation (1) using polynomial
expansion means applying polynomials to the matrix in order to shift the
eigenvalues towards one and zero approximating the Heaviside function. The
shifting of the eigenvalues is referred to as the purification process. The
eigenvalue closest to the chemical potential will need the largest number
of iterations in order to converge. This can be understood intuitively for
the case of a diagonal matrix since the eigenvalues will be remapped as if
inputting a single value in a polynomial function.

1.3 Method
This section is dedicated to presenting the two methods and explaining how
they can be compared. Both methods are based on accelerating polyno-
mial expansion. In Rubensson’s method [7] the acceleration will decrease
gradually until convergence is reached. In Kim & Jung’s method [3] the ac-
celeration is used until a first convergence criterion is fulfilled. Afterwards
the acceleration is turned off and the polynomial expansion will continue un-
til convergence is reached. Rubensson’s method is tested in two algorithms,
algorithm 1 & 2, for different types of polynomials. Kim & Jung’s method
is tested in one algorithm, algorithm 3, for one polynomial with different
coefficients.

1.3.1 Nonmonotomic recursive polynomial expansion

Algorithm 1 is a McWeeny based purification [6] with acceleration [7]. By
rescaling the eigenspectrum to [0, 1] and applying the McWeeny polynomial
P1,1 = 3x2 − 2x3 on the Fock-matrix it will be purified. Convergence will be
decided by the criterion

c = ||D − D̃||2 ≤ 10−9 (4)
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where D is the purified density matrix and D̃ is the computed approxima-
tion. This criterion would not work for an actual problem since the purified
density matrix would be unknown. The purpose of this report is to investi-
gate calculation costs, solutions can therefore be known.
The purpose with the acceleration is to improve the rate of convergence for
the eigenvalues that without acceleration would converge last. The accel-
eration is made by stretching out the eigenspectrum. This might result in
eigenvalues already close to 0 or 1 will be stretched outside the interval. The
total number of matrix-matrix multiplications will be reduced when using
the acceleration at the cost of scalar-multiplications when determining the
constants needed for acceleration in the algorithm. Scalar-multiplication cost
can be neglected when comparing to multiplication of large matrices.
Algorithm 1. McWeeny-Based purification
Input: F, λmin, λmax, µ, ξ

1. γ = 2max(λmax − µ, µ− λmin)
2. X0 = (µI − F )/γ + 0.5I
3. β = 0.5I(1− ξ/γ)
4. while criterion 4 do
5. α = 3/(12β2 − 18β + 9)
6. Xs = α(Xi−1 − 0.5I) + 0.5I
7. Xi = 3X2

s − 2X3
s

8. βs = α(β − 0.5) + 0.5
9. β = 3β2

s − 2β3
s

10. end while
11. return D = Xn

The inputs for the algorithm are the Fock-matrix, the lowest- and highest
eigenvalue, the chemical potential and the band gap. The first two expres-
sions in the algorithm scales the eigenvalues to [0, 1]. The chemical potential
is also set to 0.5 and the eigenspectrum is inverted so that the unoccupied
eigenvalues can be found in [0, 0.5) and the occupied in (0.5, 1]. X0 is the
initial matrix and has the rescaled eigenvalues. Beta is an approximation
of the eigenvalue closest to 0.5 which will converge last. Alpha determines
how much the eigenspectrum will be stretched out. In every iteration beta
and alpha will decrease until their values are 0 and 1 respectively. This
means that the acceleration will decrease for every iteration. When applying
the McWeeny polynomial, P1, 1 the eigenvalues lower than 0.5 will shift to-
wards 0 and eigenvalues higher than 0.5 will shift towards 1. Given enough
iterations the matrix will be purified. In each iteration two matrix-matrix
multiplications are made.
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Algorithm 2 is a P0,1 and P1,0 based purification with acceleration. By
rescaling the eigenspectrum to [0, 1] and applying the P0,1 = x2 and P1,0 =
2x − x2 on the Fock-matrix until it is purified with the same convergence
criterion as for algorithm 1 equation (4). The acceleration is similar to the
one in algorithm 1 but instead of stretching out the whole eigenspectrum
it will stretch the lower- or upper part of the eigenspectrum depending on
which polynomial that will be applied.
Algorithm 2. P0,1 and P1,0-Based purification
Input: F, nocc, λmin, λmax, λlumo, λhomo

1. X0 = f0(F ) = (λmaxI − F )/(λmax − λmin)
2. β = f0(λlumo)
3. β̄ = f0(λhomo)
4. while criterion 4 do
5. if Tr[Xi−1] > nocc, then
6. α = 2/(2− β)
7. Xi = (αXi + (1− α)I)2

8. β = (αβ + 1− α)2

9. β̄ = (αβ̄ + 1− α)2

10. else
11. α = 2/(1 + β̄)
12. Xi = 2αXi−1 − α2X2

i−1
13. β = 2αβ − α2β2

14. β̄ = 2αβ̄ − α2β̄2

15. end if
16. end while
17. return D = Xn

The inputs for the algorithm are the Fock-matrix, number of occupied eigen-
values, the lowest-, highest-, lowest unoccupied- and highest occupied eigen-
value. The first expression determine X0 such that the lowest eigenvalue is 1,
the highest is 0 and all the other are on (0, 1). If trace(X) is larger than the
number of occupied eigenvalues P0,1 will be applied which shifts the eigen-
values towards 0. If trace(X) is smaller than number of occupied eigenvalues
P1,0 will be applied which shifts the eigenvalues towards 1. Given enough
iterations the matrix will be purified. In each iteration one matrix-matrix
multiplication is made.

1.3.2 Generalized nonpurifying intermediate functions

For Kim & Jung’s method [3] iterations with false-purifying functions are
made until a first convergence criterion is met and then true-purifying func-
tions are applied to ensure idempotency. False-purifying means that an appli-
cation might cause eigenvalues to assume a value worse than the previous, this
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may be beneficial because of how λlumo and λhomo will behave. The priority
for each iteration is to move them as far as possible even if this is not optimal
for all eigenvalues. The polynomial f(x, a1, a2) = x+ a1x(x− 1)(x− 0.5)(x2 − x− a2)
is applied to the matrix from previous iteration in packets of four with each
loop. The constants a1 and a2 varies with each application.

Table 1: Polynomial coefficients

Constant Application 1 Application 2 Application 3 Application 4
a1 16.05230180 18.01787054 10.80499078 7.284154647
a2 0.486483492 0.394957751 0.417919928 0.315415352

The constants will assume values according to table (1). a1 and a2 are chosen
from minimizing the following error-expression when ξ/(λmax−λmin) = 10−2.

e[F (x), α] =
∫ i+c

0.5 |F (x)− h(x− 0.5)|α
0.5 + c

(5)

F (x) is a generalized false-purifying function, α any positive real number,
c extends the purification region beyond [0, 1] and h is the Heaviside step-
function. The method by which the expression was minimized is described
more thoroughly in the article [3].
The following pseudo-code describes the algorithm used for the purification
process in article [3].
Algorithm 3. Optimized fifth order polynomial-based purification (OP5)
Input: Hamiltonian(H), λmax, λmin, µ

1. γ = min( 1.7030
λmax−µ ,

1.7030
µ−λmin

)
2. P0 = γ

2 (µI −H) + 1
2I

3. while criterion 6 do
4. P4 = F4(F3(F2(F1(P0))))
5. P0 = P4
6. end while
7. while criterion 7 do
8. Pk+1 = P 3

k [10− 15Pk + 6P 2
k ], k ≥ 4

9. end while
10. return Pk+1

Here H denotes the hamiltonian which is the same as the Fock-matrix. The
first two steps in the algorithm scales the eigenvalues to [−0.315, 1.315] and
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inverts the x-axis with the chemical potential µ in 0.5. The factor 1.7030 in
the numerator of line one is chosen so that the eigenspectra will stretch out
as far as the polynomials allow without causing the eigenvalues to shift in
the wrong direction. The packets of four false-purifying polynomials is then
applied to the matrix until the first convergence criterion

c1 = ||P4 − P 2
4 ||F√

N
< 10−2 (6)

is met. The purification will then continue without acceleration by applying
the true-purifying polynomial F (x) = x3(10 − 15x + 6x2) from [4] until the
second criterion

c2 = max[(Pk+1 − Pk)ij] < 10−9 (7)

is fulfilled and the purified matrix Pk+1 from the last iteration can be returned.

1.3.3 Comparison

The comparison between the different methods will be done with respect to
efficiency, simplicity and robustness.
The efficiency is mainly dependent on the number of matrix-matrix multipli-
cations needed to reach convergence, such multiplications will be demanding
for large systems even if the matrices are sparse. The comparison is based on
the convergence criterion (7) for all three algorithms. This leads to a differ-
ence from the results presented by Rubensson, which originally is based on
a different criterion (4). The computational cost is calculated depending on
both varying chemical potential µ and band gap ξ. When varying chemical
potential the band gap will be kept fixed and vice versa. Calculations for the
cost depending on chemical potential assumes that all of the inputs needed
for the algorithms are known. The number of matrix-matrix multiplications
will therefore be strictly dependent on the chemical potential. The chemical
potential will then be kept fixed to a known value when varying band gap.
Eigenvalues λlumo and λhomo will be placed symmetrically around the chem-
ical potential according to µ ± ξ

2 . An asymmetric placement of the lowest
occupied and highest unoccupied values would give a misleading result. The
number of iterations would only be dependent on the closer eigenvalue rather
than the chosen band gap.

The simplicity of the methods depends mainly on required inputs, finding
the chemical potential, spectral width, occupied and unoccupied eigenvalues
can prove to be challenging. Methods for finding these will be considered in
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the discussion.

The robustness of the methods is compared by examining the spectral norm
and condition number of the Fock-matrix during the purification process.
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2 Result
This section is dedicated to presenting data where the methods are tested and
compared with respect to their performance and stability. All calculations
are made with the same convergence criterion and a spectral width equal to
one.

2.1 Performance

Figure 2: Number of matrix-matrix multiplications for the three algorithms
with varying chemical potential.

Number of matrix-matrix multiplications needed to reach convergence with
a fixed band gap ξ = 10−2 and varying chemical potential for the three
algorithms. The algorithms proposed by Rubensson are more efficient for
all tested chemical potentials. Kim and Jung’s algorithm shows a noticeable
improvement in performance for the case µ = 0.5. The difference of 12
matrix-matrix multiplication is only one iteration for algorithm 3.
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Figure 3: Number of matrix-matrix multiplications for the three algorithms
with varying band gap.

Number of matrix-matrix multiplications needed to reach convergence with
a fixed chemical potential µ = 0.5 and varying band gap for the three al-
gorithms. The algorithms proposed by Rubensson are more efficient for
all tested band gaps. Kim and Jung’s algorithm is close to Rubensson’s
performance-wise for the case ξ = 10−2.
Varying both band gap ξ and chemical potential µ the cost for obtaining the
density matrix for all molecules can be calculated. In the next part these
results will be shown for the most efficient algorithm.

Figure 4: Number of matrix-matrix multiplications for algorithm 2 with
varying band gap and chemical potential.
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The number of matrix-matrix multiplications can roughly be considered as
constant for any given chemical potential. The computational cost is strongly
dependent on the band gap.

2.2 Stability

Figure 5: Spectralnorm ||D̃ − D̃2||2 for the three algorithms varying with
matrix-matrix multiplications.

The calculations were performed with a fixed band gap ξ = 10−2 and chem-
ical potential µ = 0.5. The square on the OP5 curve represents the fulfilling
of equation (6). Spectral norm of a matrix computes its largest eigenvalue.
For the case of the diagonal matrices this will correspond to its largest el-
ement. The spectral norm was calculated for D̃ − D̃2, which will converge
towards zero when the matrix is purified. Therefore the method has reached
convergence when ||D̃− D̃2||2 can be approximated to zero. In this case the
convergence criterion (7) was used.
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Figure 6: Condition number for the three algorithms varying with matrix-
matrix multiplications.

The calculations were performed with a fixed band gap ξ = 10−2 and chemical
potential µ = 0.5. As for figure (5) the square on the OP5 curve represents
the fulfilling of equation (6). Condition number is a property of a problem
and it is used to measure the sensitivity to changes in the input arguments.
For the purification process the condition number is calculated as the inverse
to the band gap which is updated with every iteration, therefore convergence
is reached when the condition number can be approximated to one. The
convergence criterion (7) was used.

Figure 7: Absolute error for the three algorithms varying with matrix-matrix
multiplications.
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The calculations were performed with a fixed band gap ξ = 10−2 and chemical
potential µ = 0.5. As for figure (5) the square on the OP5 curve represents
the fulfilling of equation (6). The absolute error is computed as the difference
between the exact solution and computed approximation ||D − D̃||2, where
D̃ is updated in each iteration.
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3 Discussion

3.1 Simplicity
The simplicity of the methods can be discussed with respect to two different
properties. Firstly required inputs differ for the three algorithms. Assuming
that the initial Fock-matrix and its maximal and minimal eigenvalues are
known the differences can be compared. The assumption is reasonable be-
cause the three algorithms all require these inputs, the initial matrix is most
likely known. The eigenvalues can easily be enclosed to an acceptable inter-
val using Geshgorin’s circle theorem [1], which give upper and lower bounds
for the spectra.

The first algorithm proposed by Rubensson also requires that the chemical
potential is known along with the band gap. Rubensson’s second algorithm
does not take the chemical potential as input argument but instead the low-
est unoccupied eigenvalue, the highest occupied eigenvalue and number of
occupied eigenvalues. The method proposed by Kim & Jung requires the ba-
sic knowledge about the Fock-matrix and chemical potential. Knowing more
about the eigenvalues can however be beneficial for Kim & Jung’s method.
The constants used in their acceleration are dependent on such properties.
The constants will be discussed further in the paragraph regarding complex-
ity. Rubensson & Niklasson published a method for approximating interior
eigenvalues in the Hamiltonian [8]. The method calculates approximates for
the necessary eigenvalues for the Hamiltonian from the previous iteration and
updates them during the self-consistency process at a negligible cost. These
approximations can be used in the implementation of Rubensson’s method.

Secondly, the complexity of the implementation varies. The implementation
process of the algorithms described in the two articles requires basic pro-
gramming skills. What becomes problematic is choosing the optimal set of
functions for Kim & Jung’s method. Their definition of an optimal set is cal-
culated depending on a ratio between the molecule’s spectral width and its
band gap ξ/(λmax−λmin) = 10−2. In order to find a new set one would have
to reconsider not only new polynomials but also coefficients and convergence
criterions. These alterations will have to be made for optimal performance
on different molecules. The fact that the whole scheme is dependent on in-
formation about the interior eigenvalues makes it complicated to make use
of approximations [8] which will update for each iteration.
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3.2 Efficiency
The acceleration in article two contains twelve matrix-matrix multiplications
in each iteration. Because of the large cost we studied convergence if the
acceleration is turned off earlier. For this study convergence criterion c1 (6)
was set to 10−1.

Figure 8: Number of matrix-matrix multiplications with varying band gap
for the method in article two.

The figure shows the number of matrix-matrix multiplications for Kim &Jung’s
method and a modified version of it to reach convergence criterion (7) for
different band gaps. When changing c1 to 10−1 the acceleration is turned
off after less iterations. Results shows that the number of matrix-matrix
multiplications with the new criterion is equal to or lower than when using
the original convergence criterion c1 = 10−2. Previous statement is also true
when varying both the chemical potential and band gap. This means that
in terms of efficiency the OP5 purification based method can be improved by
changing the first convergence criterion.

3.3 Robustness
An important property to investigate when examining a method’s stability is
the condition number. A function with high condition number will generate
large differences in the output when small changes in the input arguments
are made and is therefore called ill conditioned. In this case the condition
number is calculated as the inverse to the band gap [9] and will therefore
be large for small band gaps and converge towards one with the number of
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matrix-matrix multiplications. As seen in figure (6) the condition number for
the different algorithms have the same behaviour and converge towards one
at same number of matrix-matrix multiplications. The results from figure
(6) together with the results presented in figure (5) and figure (7) states that
both methods are stable and will converge. Although, the methods were only
tested with arbitrarily assumed input arguments and not with data from real
systems which means that a conclusion about the two methods general sta-
bility can not be drawn from our results.

The purification process can be divided into two phases: the conditioning-
and purification phase. As seen in figure (6) the condition number is de-
creasing in the beginning of the process, this is called the conditioning phase.
During the purification phase the spectral norm is improving significantly,
this is illustrated in figure (5). The comparison shows that Kim & Jung’s
method is performing better during the conditioning phase, but Rubensson’s
during the purification phase. These results depends on the degree of the
polynomials used in the two methods. A combination of the two might be
beneficial.
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4 Conclusions
Both methods improved the calculation cost for density-matrix purification.
The comparison showed that Rubensson’s method has higher efficiency for
every case tested. His method is flexible and does not need to be adjusted
for different systems, in contrast to Kim & Jung’s method which has to be
optimized for each system. Kim & Jung’s method has good performance for
one specific case of the ratio ξ/(λmax − λmin). According to Kim & Jung
one can optimize the algorithm for different band gaps and chemical poten-
tials and thereby make the algorithms performance optimal for all cases [3].
However, to optimize their method for all different cases is complicated and
our results showed that Rubensson’s method still would be more efficient.
Their choice of acceleration which contains 12 matrix-matrix multiplications
in each iteration is questionable. In cases where a condition nearly is ful-
filled the algorithm would still require another 12 multiplications before the
acceleration is turned off. A method performing fewer multiplications per
iteration is therefore preferred in terms of adaptivity.

We managed to improve Kim & Jung’s method, as we presented in the discus-
sion section in figure (8), by turning off the acceleration after less iterations.
This made the method more general as it performed better for various band
gaps.
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6 Appendix

6.1 MatLab code: Condition number and spectral norm
calculation

clear all;
close all;
mu = 0.5;
lambda_min = 0;
lambda_max = 1;
xi = 10^-2;
i=1;
dim = 4;
nocc = 2;
r=1;
gamma = 1;
n = 1; %Counter for the first convergence criterion

lambda_homo = mu-0.5*xi;
lambda_lumo = mu+0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (lambda_max*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta = (lambda_max-lambda_lumo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta_hat = (lambda_max-lambda_homo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9

if trace(X_old)> nocc
alpha = 2/(2-beta);
X_new = (alpha*X_old+(1-alpha)*eye(dim))^2;
beta = (alpha*beta + 1 - alpha)^2;
beta_hat = (alpha*beta_hat + 1 - alpha)^2;

else
alpha = 2/(1+beta_hat);
X_new = 2*alpha*X_old - (alpha*X_old)^2;
beta = 2*alpha*beta - (alpha*beta)^2;
beta_hat = 2*alpha*beta_hat - (alpha*beta_hat)^2;

end
X_old = X_new;
specnorm1(r)=norm(X_old-X_old.^2);
X_oldprim=sort(diag(X_old));
cond1(r)= 1/(X_oldprim(3)-X_oldprim(2));
r=r+1;

lamdaOld = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
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lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec - lamdaOld);

end

r=1;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (mu*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/gamma + 0.5*eye(dim);
beta = 0.5*(1-xi/gamma);
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9

alpha = 3/sqrt(12*beta^2-18*beta+9);
X_s = alpha*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
X_new = 3*(X_s)^2 - 2*(X_s)^3;
beta_s = alpha*(beta-0.5) + 0.5;
beta = 3*beta_s^2-2*beta_s^3;
X_old = X_new;
specnorm2(r)=norm(X_old-X_old.^2);
X_oldprim=sort(diag(X_old));
cond2(r)= 1/(X_oldprim(3)-X_oldprim(2));
r=r+1;

lamdaOld = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec - lamdaOld);

end

a_1 = [16.05230180 18.01787054 10.80499078 7.284154647];
a_2 = [0.486483492 0.394957751 0.417919928 0.315415352];
r=1;
gamma = 3.406;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (gamma/2)*(mu*eye(dim)- diag(lambda_vec)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
for k = 1:4

X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim))...

*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end
specnorm3(r)=norm(X_old-X_old.^2);
X_oldprim=sort(diag(X_old));
cond3(r)= 1/(X_oldprim(3)-X_oldprim(2));
r=r+1;

end
n = 12;
while sqrt(trace((X_old-X_old^2)^2)/dim) > 10^-2

for k = 1:4
X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))...
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*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim))*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end
specnorm3(r)=norm(X_old-X_old.^2);
X_oldprim=sort(diag(X_old));
cond3(r)= 1/(X_oldprim(3)-X_oldprim(2));
r=r+1;

end
n = n + 12;

end
diag_diff = abs(diag(X_old) - diag(X_saved));
while max(diag_diff) > 10^-9

X_new = X_old^3*(10*eye(dim)-15*X_old+6*X_old^2);
diag_diff = abs(diag(X_new)-diag(X_old));
X_old = X_new;

specnorm3(r)=norm(X_old-X_old.^2);
X_oldprim=sort(diag(X_old));
cond3(r)= 1/(X_oldprim(3)-X_oldprim(2));
r=r+1;

end

semilogy(3*[1:length(specnorm3)],specnorm3,'r',2*[1:length(specnorm2)] ...
,specnorm2,'g',[1:length(specnorm1)],specnorm1,'b',n,specnorm3(n/3),...
'sr','linewidth',1.5);
set(gca,'fontsize',12)
xlabel('No. of matrix-matrix multiplications')
ylabel('Spectral norm')
legend('OP_5','P_{1,1} accelerated','P_{1,0} & P_{0,1} accelerated'...
,'Location','SouthWest')
axis([3 20 10^-15 1]);
grid on

figure
semilogy(3*[1:length(cond3)],cond3,'r',2*[1:length(cond2)],cond2,'g',...
[1:length(cond1)],cond1,'b',n,cond3(n/3),'sr','linewidth',1.5)
set(gca,'fontsize',13)
xlabel('No. of matrix-matrix multiplications')
ylabel('Condition number')
legend('OP_5','P_{1,1} accelerated','P_{1,0} & P_{0,1} accelerated')
axis([0 22 0 12]);
grid on
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6.2 MatLab code: Calculation cost for varying chemi-
cal potential

clear all;
close all;

res = 23;
mu_vec = linspace(0.05,0.95, res);
xi = 0.01;
lambda_max = 1;
lambda_min = 0;
dim = 4;
nocc = 2;
a_1 = [16.05230180 18.01787054 10.80499078 7.284154647];
a_2 = [0.486483492 0.394957751 0.417919928 0.315415352];

mult_1 = zeros(1,res);
mult_2 = zeros(1,res);
mult_3 = zeros(1,res);

i=1;
for mu = mu_vec

lambda_homo = mu - 0.5*xi;
lambda_lumo = mu + 0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
lamdaDiff = abs(lambda_vec);
if (lambda_max-mu > mu-lambda_min)

gamma = 2*(lambda_max-mu);
else

gamma = 2*(mu-lambda_min);
end
X_old = (mu*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/gamma + 0.5*eye(dim);
beta = 0.5*(1-xi/gamma);
while max(lamdaDiff) > 10^-9;

alpha = 3/sqrt(12*beta^2-18*beta+9);
X_s = alpha*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
X_new = 3*(X_s)^2 - 2*(X_s)^3;
beta_s = alpha*(beta-0.5) + 0.5;
beta = 3*beta_s^2-2*beta_s^3;
X_old = X_new;

lambda_old = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lamdaDiff = abs(lambda_vec-lambda_old);
mult_1(i) = mult_1(i) + 2;
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end
i=i+1;

end

i = 1;
for mu = mu_vec
lambda_lumo = mu+0.5*xi;
lambda_homo = mu-0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
X_old = (lambda_max*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta = (lambda_max-lambda_lumo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta_hat = (lambda_max-lambda_homo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);

while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9
if trace(X_old)> nocc

alpha = 2/(2-beta);
X_new = (alpha*X_old+(1-alpha)*eye(dim))^2;
beta = (alpha*beta + 1 - alpha)^2;
beta_hat = (alpha*beta_hat + 1 - alpha)^2;

else
alpha = 2/(1+beta_hat);
X_new = 2*alpha*X_old - (alpha*X_old)^2;
beta = 2*alpha*beta - (alpha*beta)^2;
beta_hat = 2*alpha*beta_hat - (alpha*beta_hat)^2;

end
X_old = X_new;

lambda_old = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec-lambda_old);
mult_2(i) = mult_2(i) + 1;

end
i = i+1;

end

i=1;
for mu = mu_vec

lambda_lumo = mu + (xi/2);
lambda_homo = mu - (xi/2);
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
xi = lambda_lumo-lambda_homo;
if (1/(lambda_max-mu) < 1/(mu-lambda_min))

gamma = 1.703/(lambda_max-mu);
else

gamma = 1.703/(mu-lambda_min);
end
X_old = (gamma/2)*(mu*eye(dim)- diag(lambda_vec)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
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for k = 1:4
X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))...

*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim))*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
mult_3(i) = mult_3(i) + 3;
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end

end
while sqrt(trace((X_old-X_old^2)^2)/dim) > 10^-2

for k = 1:4
X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))*(X_old-0.5...

*eye(dim))*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
mult_3(i) = mult_3(i) + 3;
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end

end
end
diagDiff = abs(diag(X_old) - diag(X_saved));

while max(diagDiff) > 10^-9
X_new = X_old^3*(10*eye(dim)-15*X_old+6*X_old^2);
diagDiff = abs(diag(X_new)-diag(X_old));
X_old = X_new;
mult_3(i) = mult_3(i) + 3;

end
i= i+1;

end

hold on
plot(mu_vec, mult_1,'g--+','LineWidth', 1.5)
plot(mu_vec, mult_2,'r-+','LineWidth', 1.5)
plot(mu_vec, mult_3,'b-s','LineWidth', 1.5)

grid on
axis([0.05 0.95 8 34])
legend('P_{1,1} accelerated','P_{1,0} & P_{0,1} accelerated','OP_5'...
,'Location','southeast')
set(gca,'fontsize', 12)
ylabel('No. of matrix-matrix multiplications')
xlabel('Chemical potential, \mu')
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6.3 MatLab code: Calculation cost for varying band
gap

clear all;
close all;

mu = 0.5;
lambda_min = 0;
lambda_max = 1;
xi_vec = [10^-8 10^-7 10^-6 10^-5 10^-4 10^-3 10^-2 10^-1];
dim = 4;
nocc = 2;
a_1 = [16.05230180 18.01787054 10.80499078 7.284154647];
a_2 = [0.486483492 0.394957751 0.417919928 0.315415352];

mult_1 = zeros(1,length(xi_vec));
mult_2 = zeros(1,length(xi_vec));
mult_3 = zeros(1,length(xi_vec));

i=1;
for xi = xi_vec

lambda_homo = mu-0.5*xi;
lambda_lumo = mu+0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (lambda_max*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta = (lambda_max-lambda_lumo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta_hat = (lambda_max-lambda_homo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9

if trace(X_old)> nocc
alpha = 2/(2-beta);
X_new = (alpha*X_old+(1-alpha)*eye(dim))^2;
beta = (alpha*beta + 1 - alpha)^2;
beta_hat = (alpha*beta_hat + 1 - alpha)^2;

else
alpha = 2/(1+beta_hat);
X_new = 2*alpha*X_old - (alpha*X_old)^2;
beta = 2*alpha*beta - (alpha*beta)^2;
beta_hat = 2*alpha*beta_hat - (alpha*beta_hat)^2;

end
X_old = X_new;

lambda_old = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec - lambda_old);
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mult_1(i) = mult_1(i) + 1;
end
i = i +1;

end

i=1;
for xi = xi_vec

lambda_homo = mu-0.5*xi;
lambda_lumo = mu+0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
if (lambda_max-mu > mu-lambda_min)

gamma = 2*(lambda_max-mu);
else

gamma = 2*(mu-lambda_min);
end
X_old = (mu*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/gamma + 0.5*eye(dim);
beta = 0.5*(1-xi/gamma);
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9

alpha = 3/sqrt(12*beta^2-18*beta+9);
X_s = alpha*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
X_new = 3*(X_s)^2 - 2*(X_s)^3;
beta_s = alpha*(beta-0.5) + 0.5;
beta = 3*beta_s^2-2*beta_s^3;
X_old = X_new;

lambda_old = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec - lambda_old);
mult_2(i) = mult_2(i) + 2;

end
i=i+1;

end

i=1;
for xi = xi_vec

lambda_lumo = mu + 0.5*xi;
lambda_homo = mu - 0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
if (1/(lambda_max-mu) < 1/(mu-lambda_min))

gamma = 1.703/(lambda_max-mu);
else

gamma = 1.703/(mu-lambda_min);
end
X_old = (gamma/2)*(mu*eye(dim)- diag(lambda_vec)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
for k = 1:4

X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))*(X_old-0.5...
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*eye(dim))*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
mult_3(i) = mult_3(i) + 3;
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end

end
while sqrt(trace((X_old-X_old^2)^2)/dim) > 10^-2

for k = 1:4
X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))...

*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim))*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
mult_3(i) = mult_3(i) + 3;
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end

end
end
diagDiff = abs(diag(X_old) - diag(X_saved));
while max(diagDiff) > 10^-9

X_new = X_old^3*(10*eye(dim)-15*X_old+6*X_old^2);
diagDiff = abs(diag(X_new)-diag(X_old));
X_old = X_new;
mult_3(i) = mult_3(i) +3;

end
i= i +1;

end

semilogx(xi_vec, mult_1, 'b-square','LineWidth', 1.5)
hold on
semilogx(xi_vec, mult_2, 'b-+','LineWidth', 1.5)
semilogx(xi_vec, mult_3,'r-+','LineWidth', 1.5)

set(gca,'fontsize',13)
xlabel('Band gap, \xi')
ylabel('No. of matrix-matrix multiplications')
axis([10^-8 10^-1 0 80])
legend('P_{1,0} & P_{0,1} accelerated','P_{1,1} accelerated', 'OP_5')
grid on
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6.4 MatLab code: Calculation cost for varying band
gap and chemical potential

clear all;
close all;

res = 15;
mu_vec = linspace(0.05,0.95, res);
mult = zeros(res,res);
lambda_max = 1;
lambda_min = 0;
i=1;
j=1;
dim = 4;
nocc = 2;
xi_vec = [10^-8 0.5*10^-7 10^-7 0.5*10^-6 10^-6 0.5*10^-5 10^-5 0.5*10^-4];
xi_vec = [xi_vec 10^-4 0.5*10^-3 10^-3 0.5*10^-2 10^-2 0.5*10^-1 10^-1];
[Xi,Mu] = meshgrid(xi_vec,mu_vec);

for xi = xi_vec
lambda_old = zeros(1,dim);
for mu = mu_vec

lamda_lumo = mu+0.5*xi;
lamda_homo = mu-0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lamda_homo lamda_lumo lambda_max];
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
X_old = (lambda_max*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))...

/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta = (lambda_max-lamda_lumo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta_hat = (lambda_max-lamda_homo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);

while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9
if trace(X_old) > nocc

alpha = 2/(2-beta);
X_new = (alpha*X_old+(1-alpha)*eye(dim))^2;
beta = (alpha*beta + 1 - alpha)^2;
beta_hat = (alpha*beta_hat + 1 - alpha)^2;

else
alpha = 2/(1+beta_hat);
X_new = 2*alpha*X_old - (alpha*X_old)^2;
beta = 2*alpha*beta - (alpha*beta)^2;
beta_hat = 2*alpha*beta_hat - (alpha*beta_hat)^2;

end
X_old = X_new;
lambda_old = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
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lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec-lambda_old);
mult(i,j) = mult(i,j)+1;

end
i=i+1;

end
i=1;
j=j+1;

end

surf(Mu,Xi,mult)
set(gca,'XScale','linear','YScale','log','ZScale','linear')
set(gca,'fontsize',13)
xlabel('Chemical potential, \mu ')
ylabel('Band gap, \xi ')
zlabel('No. of matrix-matrix multiplications')
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6.5 MatLab code: Error calculation

clear all;
close all;
mu = 0.5;
lambda_min = 0;
lambda_max = 1;
xi = 10^-2;
i=1;
dim = 4;
nocc = 2;
r=1;
gamma = 1;
n = 1; %Counter for the first convergence criterion
D_exact = diag([1 1 0 0]);

lambda_homo = mu-0.5*xi;
lambda_lumo = mu+0.5*xi;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (lambda_max*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta = (lambda_max-lambda_lumo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
beta_hat = (lambda_max-lambda_homo)/(lambda_max-lambda_min);
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9

if trace(X_old)> nocc
alpha = 2/(2-beta);
X_new = (alpha*X_old+(1-alpha)*eye(dim))^2;
beta = (alpha*beta + 1 - alpha)^2;
beta_hat = (alpha*beta_hat + 1 - alpha)^2;

else
alpha = 2/(1+beta_hat);
X_new = 2*alpha*X_old - (alpha*X_old)^2;
beta = 2*alpha*beta - (alpha*beta)^2;
beta_hat = 2*alpha*beta_hat - (alpha*beta_hat)^2;

end
X_old = X_new;
error1(r) = norm(D_exact - X_old);
r=r+1;

lamdaOld = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec - lamdaOld);

end

r=1;
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lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (mu*eye(dim)-diag(lambda_vec))/gamma + 0.5*eye(dim);
beta = 0.5*(1-xi/gamma);
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec);
while max(lambda_diff) > 10^-9

alpha = 3/sqrt(12*beta^2-18*beta+9);
X_s = alpha*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
X_new = 3*(X_s)^2 - 2*(X_s)^3;
beta_s = alpha*(beta-0.5) + 0.5;
beta = 3*beta_s^2-2*beta_s^3;
X_old = X_new;
error2(r) = norm(D_exact - X_old);
r=r+1;

lamdaOld = lambda_vec;
lambda_vec = eig(X_new);
lambda_vec = sort(lambda_vec);
lambda_vec = lambda_vec';
lambda_diff = abs(lambda_vec - lamdaOld);

end

a_1 = [16.05230180 18.01787054 10.80499078 7.284154647];
a_2 = [0.486483492 0.394957751 0.417919928 0.315415352];
r=1;
gamma = 3.406;
lambda_vec = [lambda_min lambda_homo lambda_lumo lambda_max];
X_old = (gamma/2)*(mu*eye(dim)- diag(lambda_vec)) + 0.5*eye(dim);
for k = 1:4

X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim))...

*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end
error3(r) = norm(D_exact - X_old);
r=r+1;

end
n = 12;
while sqrt(trace((X_old-X_old^2)^2)/dim) > 10^-2

for k = 1:4
X_old = X_old + a_1(k)*X_old*(X_old-eye(dim))...

*(X_old-0.5*eye(dim))*(X_old^2 - X_old-a_2(k)*eye(dim));
if (k == 3)

X_saved = X_old;
end
error3(r) = norm(D_exact - X_old);
r=r+1;

end
n = n + 12;

end
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diag_diff = abs(diag(X_old) - diag(X_saved));
while max(diag_diff) > 10^-9

X_new = X_old^3*(10*eye(dim)-15*X_old+6*X_old^2);
diag_diff = abs(diag(X_new)-diag(X_old));
X_old = X_new;
error3(r) = norm(D_exact - X_old);
r=r+1;

end

semilogy(3*[1:length(error3)],error3,'r',2*[1:length(error2)] ...
,error2,'g',[1:length(error1)],error1,'b',n,error3(n/3),...
'sr','linewidth',1.5);
set(gca,'fontsize',12)
xlabel('No. of matrix-matrix multiplications')
ylabel('Error')
legend('OP_5','P_{1,1} accelerated','P_{1,0} & P_{0,1} accelerated'...
,'Location','SouthWest')
axis([3 20 10^-15 1]);
grid on
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